DETERMINATION OF FEMALE TABLE TENNIS SPORT PERFORMANCE BY SENZOR MOTORIC REACTION TIME
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Abstract

In the sport performance structure of table tennis is sensor motor reaction time one of the most important factors for reaching top-level results, both in males and females groups. In this research we watched 23 female table tennis players from Slovakia; 9 mini cadets (12-13 years), 6 cadets (14-15 years) and 8 juniors (16-18 years). Girls were tested by modified agility test for table tennis players (Vacenovsky & Vencurik, 2013) with machine FITRO Agility check. Thus we gained their sensor motor reaction times. By Mann-Whitney U-test we studied differences between age categories, upper and lower extremities, dominant (forehand) and un-dominant (backhand) side, right and left-handed players. We used significance level $p<0.05$. In our research we did not confirm expected results that the older groups have shorter sensor motor reaction time. We also expected shorter reaction time of upper extremities comparing lower extremities; this was confirmed, though there was found statistical significant difference only in juniors group. Groups of mini-cadets and cadets have better (shorter) sensor motor reaction time from backhand side, while group of junior is better from forehand side. We also confirmed that left-handed players have slightly shorter reaction time.

1. Introduction

Sport game table tennis belongs to the most mass games all over the world. Estimations say that about 300 million people are regularly playing it. Among its advantages can be stated possibility to play it all over the year, at any age, rivals can be both sexes without any special somatic and motor demands.

In the sport performance structure can be traditionally found factors:
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a. Genetic (endogenous)  
   b. Physical development (body height, body weight, percentage of fat tissue, length of extremities)  
   c. Motor parameters (level of general, special and specific condition and coordinative abilities, special agility, etc.)  
   d. Psychological qualities (emotional, willing, concentration, anticipation, creativity and activation, regulation of psychological state)  
   e. Functional performance (aerobic and anaerobic, level of analyser evaluation, blood lactate tolerance)  

Outdoors (exogenous)  
1. Sport training and competitive parameters  
2. Playing (variable and unexpected situations, style and way of rival playing, change of game pace, timing etc.)  
3. Player material adaptation (qualities of rackets, coverings and rubbers, balls, tables)  
4. Climatic conditions (temperature and humidity in playing room)  

Further we can also mention specific signs of table tennis sport performance (Demetrovic, 2003). These specific signs are mostly demands for highest possible level of speed abilities:  
1. Reaction speed, that is determined by genetic; development of this ability is possible only by adequate sport training  
2. Movement speed means start speed and acceleration from action standing  
3. Speed of player movement in playing space, that is coordinative ability of lower extremities  
4. Speed of direction change movement of player body  
5. Velocity of hit action  
6. Frequency of player movement  

Present table tennis rules enable choose various types of rackets and coverings, which are officially approved; the only condition is to have distinguished both sides of bat by colours, one must be black and second red. Choose of woods, rubbers and sponges have great influence on hits technique and on the way of tactical playing.  

Racket wood can be harder or softer and this influences ball velocity (harder wood means shorter contact time with the bat and greater ball velocity; softer wood enables longer contact time with the ball and this means better feeling of it). Coverings (rubbers) can be with pimples outwards or inwards, with or without sponge. Each rubber has certain level of friction. These stated parameters through their special physical qualities and player movements and hits give to balls certain velocities, trajectories and rotations. New materials enable to give balls higher speed and rotations, or nullify them. Through very low friction of racket covering (rubber) can be upper rotation also transmitted to lower rotation, when ball returns back (Sagat, 2013; Hornikova, 2016).
Some biomechanical measurements say that ball can reach velocities up to 180 km/h (drives), rotations can reach up to 150 r.s\(^{-1}\) by upper rotation (offensive hits like topspins, sidespins or drives) or up to 50 r.s\(^{-1}\) by lower rotation (defensive hits like chops or blows). Ball flight times between players rackets differs from 100 m.s\(^{-1}\) to 500-600 m.s\(^{-1}\). From these stated parameters we can see that in table tennis are very important abilities like reaction time with adequate and fast response.

Reaction time belongs to coordinative abilities that are connected mostly with functions of organism analysers and central nervous system. They are not so genetically determined (except reaction time) and they can be developed practically in each age. During organism growing there exist so called sensitive periods for more progressive coordinative abilities development. They are manifested mostly in age from 7 to 13 years (Belej, 2001; Lednicky, 2002; Simonek et al. 2006).

There can be distinguished simple and complex reaction. In case of simple reaction there is in advance known kind of signal and response; it is more genetically determined. In case of complex reaction we do not know kind of signal, nor response on it. To this kind of reaction belongs reaction with the selection (possibility to choose among more possibilities). Reaction with the selection lasts approximately about 0.3 s longer like simple reaction. The more alternatives for selection you have the longer time you need (Zemkova & Hamar, 2015). Here plays very important role anticipation like ability to predict beginning, course, lasting and possible result of motor activity (Simonek et al. 2006).

Reaction time can be also developed by various kind of stimulus. It seems that the shortest reaction time is reached with contact stimulus (Ng & Chan, 2012). Noise stimulus is faster like visual stimulus (Shelton – Kumar, 2010).

Another factor is sex. Most studies confirm that males have better (shorter) reaction times, mostly in case of simple reaction time (Dane & Erzurumluoglu, 2003; Dykiert et al. 2012; Karia et al. 2012).

More authors studied reaction time with its dependence of age. Zemkova and Hamar (2015) proved that disjunctive reaction time gets shorter with growing till early adulthood. There are three phases; the greatest fall was found at age 7 – 10 years (27.1%) and 10 – 14 years (26.5%). Lower fall was found at age of puberty from 14 – 18 years (16.5%). According Der and Deary, 2006 the reaction time with higher age gets shorter and is more variable, too. At age about 50 years simple reaction time gets slightly worse, but selection reaction time gets worse during all period of adulthood.

Another factor for different reaction time is laterality. Left handed players have better dispositions for shorter reaction time due to physiological reasons, when cerebral hemispheres specializations are different and this enables shorter reaction times by left handed players. This also confirmed more researchers (Chittibabu, 2014; Cherbuin & Brinkman, 2006; Dane & Erzurumluoglu, 2003; Gajdoschik, 2014).
There were also found differences in reaction times between upper and lower extremities. The explanation why noise and visual stimulation is shorter with upper extremities is in shorter length from the centre (cerebrum) and thus also with shorter motor response. It was confirmed, too by more authors (Misra et al. 1985; Chan & Chan, 2010; Mali et al. 2013).

Some authors found that warming can slightly shorter reaction time (Stulrajter, 1987; Chatzopoulos et al. 2014; Vacenovsky et al. 2015). On the other side the movement load has negative influence on all kind of reaction times (Zemkova & Hamar, 2001; Kondric et al., 2010; Sabzi, 2012). Some authors found that higher level of sport performance correspond also with shorter reaction times (Stulrajter, 1987; Streskova, 2002; Thonessen et al. 2013).

Reaction times both simple, or complex (disjunctive) were found shorter by many researchers in all rackets sports (table tennis, badminton, tennis, squash). Zemkova & Hamar (2015) showed in agility tests, where they measured sensor motor time that rackets players were significantly better (shorter) comparing other sports. Similar results reached Cam et al. (2014) and Ak and Kocak (2010) on groups of young sportmen. Even special training (with rackets) can improve reaction times Vacenovsky and Vencurik (2013).

Generally we can say that in table tennis the player must in a very short time estimate ball velocity, ball trajectory (direction) and magnitude of ball rotation and react in adequate way. For successful playing there is the need to possess the highest possible level of sensor motor (disjunctive) reaction time qualities; this is the most important factor to reach top-level sport performance in this game.

Objectives. Aim of the research was to highlight different level of disjunctive reaction-speed abilities of 12 – 18 year old table tennis girls.

2. Material and Methods

Hypothesis
1. Older girls will have shorter disjunctive reaction time
2. Reaction time of upper extremities will be shorter comparing lower extremities
3. Reaction time will be shorter from dominant (forehand) side comparing un-dominant (backhand) side
4. Left-handed players will have shorter reaction time like right-handed

In our research were involved 23 table tennis girl players from Slovakia from 12 to 18 years of age. Fundamental characteristics can be seen in tab 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Fundamental characteristic of our girl groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medians</td>
<td>Mini cadet (n = 9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decimal age (years)</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body height (cm)</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body weight (kg)</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport specialization (years)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Objectives. Aim of the research was to highlight different level of disjunctive reaction-speed abilities of 12 – 18 year old table tennis girls.

2. Material and Methods

Hypothesis
1. Older girls will have shorter disjunctive reaction time
2. Reaction time of upper extremities will be shorter comparing lower extremities
3. Reaction time will be shorter from dominant (forehand) side comparing un-dominant (backhand) side
4. Left-handed players will have shorter reaction time like right-handed

In our research were involved 23 table tennis girl players from Slovakia from 12 to 18 years of age. Fundamental characteristics can be seen in tab 1.
We measured these variables: body height and body weight, date of birth (decimal age) and length of specialization (sport specialization). Disjunctive reaction time was measured with apparatus FiTRO Agility check (adjusted test for table tennis reaction time, Vacenovsky & Vencurik, 2013). Our girls started from the distance 40 cm (originally it is 75 cm) due to their age with lower body height like adults from action standing. The task was to touch as fast as possible one of the four contact plates by their dominant upper or lower extremity. That is why right handed players reacted by right and left handed by left upper or lower extremity. Two plates were in table corners and two were on the floor beneath the table. The touch with the plate was concordant with visual stimulus projected in one of the corners of pc screen. Like a stimulus we used yellow circle on blue background. Test consists by 2 times 16 random attempts generated by pc (4 into each direction) and with fixed time generation 2000 ms; result of the test is an average of 4 scores in better attempt from 2 attempts (Fig 1).

![Realization of measurements with Fitro Agility check](image)

By measurements we gained fundamental statistic characteristics (median, maximum and minimum values and variation range). For reaching statistically significant differences between various groups there was used Man-Whitney U-test and we were working with significance level p > 0.05.

In pedagogical interpretation we used fundamental logical methods like analyse, deduction, comparison and generalization.

3. Results and discussions

1. Relationship between reaction time and age of our girl groups
   The first hypothesis supposes that the older the group is, the shorter reaction time will possess. In table 2 we can see fundamental statistical data with regard of age.
Table 2 Statistical data of disjunctive reaction time of our groups with regard of age

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Mini cadets (n=9) [ms]</th>
<th>Cadets (n=6) [ms]</th>
<th>Juniors (n=8) [ms]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>811.4</td>
<td>854.1</td>
<td>843.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xmax</td>
<td>980.6</td>
<td>905.8</td>
<td>905.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xmin</td>
<td>631.8</td>
<td>771.2</td>
<td>714.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vr</td>
<td>348.8</td>
<td>134.6</td>
<td>190.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen that the shortest reaction time possesses the younger group of mini cadets. The second shortest time possesses the group of juniors and the longest reaction time has the group of cadets. Differences between mini cadets and cadets were 5% and between mini cadets and juniors 4%. In spite of it the differences did not reach statistically significant level (Fig 2).

Figure 2. Statistical significance between our groups

It seems that the homogeneity of mini cadets was too low, for the variation range was extremely great. This could influence the result. We must say that we did not confirm this first hypothesis.

2. Relationships of reaction times between upper and lower extremities
The second hypothesis supposes that upper extremities possess shorter reaction times. In table 3 can be seen fundamental statistical data with regard of upper and lower extremities.
Table 3 Statistical data of disjunctive reaction time of our groups with regard of upper and lower extremities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Mini cadets (n=9)</th>
<th>Cadets (n=6)</th>
<th>Juniors (n=8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UE [ms]</td>
<td>LE [ms]</td>
<td>UE [ms]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>741.4</td>
<td>856.3</td>
<td>811.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xmax</td>
<td>1055.3</td>
<td>1036.8</td>
<td>988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xmin</td>
<td>528.2</td>
<td>676</td>
<td>660.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vr</td>
<td>527.1</td>
<td>360.8</td>
<td>327.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: UE – upper extremity; LE – lower extremity

In each category reached shorter sensor motoric reaction time upper extremity; it can be also seen on figure 3. At mini cadets lower extremities were backward about 13%, at cadets it was 6% and at juniors it was 15%. By individual monitoring of each girl we can mention that some of them had shorter reaction time with lower extremities, mainly at mini cadets group. Variation range in each group was enough large; statistic significant difference can be seen only in group of juniors (Fig 3).

Figure 3. Statistical significance between upper and lower extremities in our groups

Our assumption that upper extremities possess shorter reaction time comparing lower extremities was confirmed, though statistical significance can be seen only in group of juniors.

3. Reaction time comparison between dominant (forehand) and un-dominant (backhand) side

Fundamental statistical characteristics can be seen in Tab 4.
According our results we can see that at groups of mini cadets and cadets have slightly shorter reaction times on backhand (un-dominant) side. Only group of juniors fulfils our assumptions that from dominant (forehand) side is reached shorter reaction time (difference is clear – about 17.5%)

Forehand is a hit by which is playing arm in more natural position like by backhand hits. It is considered like easier and most natural hit. Backhand is considered like more difficult hit, for it starts from un-dominant (backhand) side, racket is up to certain level pulled by arm and the force of the hit does not reach so greatness like by forehand. Sedlacek, 2005 by watching forehand and backhand hits of table tennis players stated conclusion that the speed parameters at node phases are so different in favour of forehand hits that there is logical effort of majority players to prefer forehand hits. That is why we were thinking that even our girl groups will have shorter reaction times from forehand (dominant) side. Our assumptions were fulfilled only at group of juniors. Thus we did not confirm our hypothesis. We can suppose that in this case the length of specialization with practical competitive experience could lead our juniors to prefer forehand hits like more effective hits for reaching winning points.

4. Reaction time comparison between right and left handed girl players

In our groups we found majority right-handed girls; the rate was 19 to 4. In table 5 are fundamental statistical data for this case of comparing reaction time according laterality.

**Table 4** Statistical characteristics of reaction times between forehand (dominant) and backhand (un-dominant) side

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Mini cadets (n=9)</th>
<th>Cadets (n=6)</th>
<th>Juniors (n=8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forehand [ms]</td>
<td>Backhand [ms]</td>
<td>Forehand [ms]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>749</td>
<td>733.8</td>
<td>846.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xmax</td>
<td>1055.3</td>
<td>901.3</td>
<td>960.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xmin</td>
<td>528.3</td>
<td>610.8</td>
<td>772.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vr</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>290.5</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5** Statistical characteristics of reaction times between right and left-handed girls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Right handed (n=19) [ms]</th>
<th>Left handed (n=4) [ms]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>818.9</td>
<td>812.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xmax</td>
<td>980.6</td>
<td>909.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xmin</td>
<td>631.8</td>
<td>714.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vr</td>
<td>348.8</td>
<td>194.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comparison of reaction times between right and left handed girls showed slight difference (1%) in favour of shorter sensor motor reaction times of left-handed players. This confirms our assumption, but only four left handed girls does not afford us to generalize this peace of knowledge.

There are some research works that deal with influence of laterality on reaction times. They mostly refer on higher effectiveness of left-handed people who are able to use better their dominant hemisphere (Cherbuin & Brinkman, 2006). This is confirmed also in work of Gajdoschik, 2014, where left-handed players had average values of disjunctive reaction time clearly better like right handed ones.

4. Conclusions

1. We did not confirm statistically significant difference in reaction time from the point of decimal as well as sport age. Our results are rather different like some researches in this field.
2. We confirm shorter reaction time of upper extremities comparing lower extremities though we expected more clear statistics differences.
3. We did not confirm shorter disjunctive reaction time from dominant (forehand) side; only in junior category it was like we had our expectations.
4. From the point of laterality we measured better results like we expected it from former researches. But quantity of left handed players in our research was only 4 girls; though generalization could be doubtful.
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